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COMMENT---> Enlargement Communication Strategy. Questionnaire 05.02.2002

INCLUDE '/u/catidp/begin1'

COMMENT -----------------------------------------------
SET version = 1
COMMENT -----------------------------------------------
INCLUDE '/u/catidp/begin2'

INCLUDE '/u/catidp/gosms'

INCLUDE '/u/catidp/datel'

SET vname = 'key'
CALLFUNC('getsmvar', vname, retval)
fxkey FIX (15) retval

INCLUDE 'smsfix'

NEWCARD

COMMENT RE-VIEW------ When writing code around questionnaire revisions use:
COMMENT RE-VIEW------ IF (qvers>=2) {

intro ASK 'Good '+'pod+', my name is ........,I'm calling from ICM Research the
independent market research company. We are conducting a research project which
requires us to talk to a representative sample of people aged 15 or over
throughout the country on issues that affect all people. We have selected your
telephone number purely at random and would greatly appreciate your help for a
few minutes to answer some simple questions. IF RESPONDENT SOUNDS LIKE THEY
WANT TO REFUSE SAY: For the purpose of our research project it is most
important that we talk to a representative cross section of all people.
Therefore, your views are extremely important to us and the interview will only
take a few minutes of your time. IF RESPONDENT STILL SOUNDS LIKE THEY WANT TO
REFUSE, SAY: If you cannot spare the time at the moment I would really
appreciate it if we could call you back at your own convenience over the next ...
... days. As I say, your own views are very important to us.'
RESP SP 'OK - CONTINUE'/
 'CALL BACK/REFUSED' GO gosms1

lql define
'Public transport in the city, for example the bus, tram or metro'/
'Schools'/
'Health care services offered by hospitals'/
'Health care services offered by doctors'/
'Green spaces such as public parks and gardens'/
'Sports facilities such as sport fields and indoor sport halls'/
'Cinemas'/
'Cultural facilities such as concert halls, theatres, museums and
libraries'/
'Public Internet access such as internet cafes or libraries'/
'Internet access at home'

for i=lql rot

ql ask 'Generally speaking, please tell me if you are very satisfied, rather
satisfied, rather unsatisfied or not at all satisfied with each of the following
services in '+fxcity+'@'i+'@'
resp sp
'Very satisfied'/
'Rather satisfied'/
'Rather unsatisfied'/
'Not at all satisfied'
lq2 define 'In [+fxcity+], it is easy to find a good job'/ 'Foreigners who live in [+fxcity+] are well integrated'/ 'In [+fxcity+], it is easy to find good housing at a reasonable price'/ 'When you contact administrative services of [+fxcity+], they help you efficiently'/ 'In [+fxcity+], air pollution is a big problem'/ 'In [+fxcity+], noise is a big problem'/ ' [+fxcity+] is a clean city'/ ' [+fxcity+] spends its resources in a responsible way'

lq2x define 'You are satisfied to live in [+fxcity+]'/ 'In the next five years, it will be more pleasant to live in [+fxcity+]'

for i=lq2 rot

q2 ask 'I will read you a few statements. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with each of these statements?@'+i+'@'

resp sp 'Strongly agree'/ 'Somewhat agree'/ 'Somewhat disagree'/ 'Strongly disagree'

dk next

for i=lq2x

q2x ask 'I will read you a few statements. Please tell me whether you strongly agree, somewhat agree, somewhat disagree or strongly disagree with each of these statements?@'+i+'@'

resp sp 'Strongly agree'/ 'Somewhat agree'/ 'Somewhat disagree'/ 'Strongly disagree'

dk next

lq3 define 'You have difficulty paying your bills at the end of the month'/ 'You feel safe in the neighborhood you live in'/ 'You feel safe in [+fxcity+]'

for i=lq3 rot

q3 ask 'For each of the following statements, please tell me, if this always, sometimes, rarely or never happens to you? @'+i+'@'

resp sp 'Always'/ 'Sometimes'/ 'Rarely or never'

dk next

COMMENT ------------------- STANDARD CLASSIFICATION SECTION -------------------
Just a few questions now to help us classify the answers you have given...

**PAUSE**

COLUMN 455

d2  ASK '  

D.2. Firstly, Can you tell me your age please?
@IF RESPONDENT REFUSES TO ANSWER CODE '0'
  RESP NUM
  0/
  15  TO  99

**age**  DUMMYASK '
  RESP SP
  '15 - 24'/
  '25 - 34'/
  '35 - 44'/
  '45 - 54'/
  '55 - 64'/
  '65+'
  REF

  IF ( d2 >= 15 .AND. d2 <= 24 ) SET age = '15 - 24'
  IF ( d2 >= 25 .AND. d2 <= 34 ) SET age = '25 - 34'
  IF ( d2 >= 35 .AND. d2 <= 44 ) SET age = '35 - 44'
  IF ( d2 >= 45 .AND. d2 <= 54 ) SET age = '45 - 54'
  IF ( d2 >= 55 .AND. d2 <= 64 ) SET age = '55 - 64'
  IF ( d2 >= 65 ) SET age = '65+'
  IF ( d2 = 0 ) SET age = REF

**d4**  ASK '  

D.4. As far as your current occupation is concerned, would you say you are self-employed,
an employee (non-manual), a manual worker or would you say that you are without a professional activity?
  RESP SP
  'Self-employed'/
  'Employee (non-manual)'/
  'Manual worker'/
  'Without a professional activity'/
  'Refused'

**mjob**  DEFINE
  'Farmer, forester, fisherman'/
  'Owner of a shop, craftsman'/
  'Professional (lawyer, medical practitioner, accountant, architect,)'/
  'Manager of a company'/
  'Other self employed' PROMPTOTH/
  'Professional (employed doctor, lawyer, accountant, architect)'/
  'General management, director or top management'/
  'Middle management'/
  'Office clerk'/
  'Other employee (salesman, nurse, etc.)' /
  'Other employee' PROMPTOTH/
  'Supervisor / foreman (team manager, etc.)' /
  'Manual worker'/
  'Unskilled manual worker'/
  'Other manual worker' PROMPTOTH/
  'Looking after the home' /
'Student (full time)'/
'Retired' /
'Seeking a job'/
'Other not working' PROMPTOTH/
'Civil servant'

ljob1 DEFINE
'Student (full time)'/
'Farmer, forester, fisherman' /
'Owner of a shop, craftsman' /
'Professional (lawyer, medical practitioner, accountant, architect)' /
'Manager of a company' /
'Other self employed' PROMPTOTH

ljob2 DEFINE
'Professional (employed doctor, lawyer, accountant, architect)' /
'General management, director or top management' /
'Middle management' /
'Civil servant' /
'Office clerk' /
'Other employee (salesman, nurse, etc)' /
'Other employee' PROMPTOTH

ljob3 DEFINE
'Supervisor / foreman (team manager, etc)' /
'Manual worker' /
'Unskilled manual worker' /
'Other manual worker' PROMPTOTH

ljob4 DEFINE
'Looking after the home' /
'Student (full time)' /
'Retired' /
'Seeking a job' /
'Other not working' PROMPTOTH

UNSET djob

djob DUMMYASK "
RESP LIST ljob1/ljob2/ljob3/ljob4

UNSET dwork

dwork DUMMYASK "
RESP LIST
mwork/ywork/nwork

FORCE

IF  ( d4 = 'Self-employed' )  { SET djob = 1
  SET dwork = 2 }
IF  ( d4 = 'Employee (non-manual)' )  { SET djob = 2
  SET dwork = 2 }
IF  ( d4 = 'Manual worker' )  { SET djob = 3
  SET dwork = 2 }
IF  ( d4 = 'Without a professional activity' )  { SET djob = 4
  SET dwork = 3 }
IF  ( d4 = 'Refused' )  { SET dwork = 1 }

D4a ASK " @
D.4a. So that is to say ...?"
RESP SP
djob IN mjob
DUMMYOTHER (39)

d4x1 ask 'Yourself, you were born ...?@READ OUT - ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE@'
    resp sp
        'in the UK'/
        'in another Member State of the European Union'/
        'in Europe but not in one of the Member States of the European Union'/
        'in Asia, Africa or Latin America'/
        'in North America, Japan or Oceania'
    ref

d4x2 ask 'And which of these proposals corresponds to your situation?@READ OUT
    - ONE ANSWER POSSIBLE@'
    resp sp
        'Your mother and your father were born in the UK'/
        'One of your parents was born in the UK and the other was born in another
        Member State of the European Union'/
        'Your mother and your father were born in another Member State of the
        European Union'/
        'At least one of your parents was born outside of the European Union'
    ref

name ASK '@NAME - And finally, your name is....INTERVIEWER TYPE IN NOW, DO
NOT TAKE SERIAL NUMBER@'
    RESP CODED
    fxname FIX (20) name

psr PROTECT 'SERIAL NO. IS: '+serrnum+ ' - '+keydisp+keyno

thank DISPLAY '@@@@ -THANK AND CLOSE -@@@@
On behalf of ICM, I would like to thank you for the time and help you''ve
given me today.@
I am ... and if you have any questions about this research, I can give you a
phone number to contact us on. Would you like it?@(@
(21) If asked) Please call Kanav Sehgal after 2pm on 01234 76 0041@@
    PAUSE

D1 ASK ' ' @
D.1. INTERVIEWER CODE SEX OF RESPONDENT@
    RESP SP
        'Male'/
        'Female'
    INCLUDE '/u/catidp/date2'

COMMENT ------- ** THIS LINE SHOULD BE AT THE END OF THE SCRIPT
    UNPROTECT psr

    SET compfl = 1

    DISPLAY '@INTERVIEWER :@'  
        START TIME WAS = '+dtime1+'@'  
        TIME END IS = '+dtime2+'@'

conf ASK 'I hereby confirm that this interview has been conducted within
the MRS code of conduct.@'
    RESP SP 'Yes'/
        'No'

GOTO fin
sorry DISPLAY 'In that case I'm sorry to have disturbed you.'
PAUSE
SIGNAL 5

fin  END